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a b s t r a c t

One of the most popular instant messaging applications and platforms is Telegram. In this paper, an
investigation into digital forensics on Telegram is provided, deployed on contemporary android mobile
phones. Due to its structure complexity, it is very challenging for forensic tools and software to properly
decode its data during a forensic examination, and, especially, when it comes to deleted records retrieval.
For the analysis, a realistic scenario was implemented by exchanging thousands of messages and media
files among four active Telegram users, while trying to recover content from deleted text messages and
exchanged picture files. Abundance of modern and up to date forensic software and tools were utilized to
verify and crosscheck the results.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of DFRWS This is an open access article under

the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Telegram is a cloud-based open-source social media application
launched in 2013. Telegram users can exchange not only messages
and media files, but also create and run chat rooms, and private
channels. Telegram protects end-users’ privacy, offering, among
others the ability to create secret, end-to-end encrypted and self-
destructing messages and chats (Telegram, 2021). Today, Telegram
is available in 155 countries with more than 550 million active users
per month. The country with the most installations (over 210
million) is India, followed by Russia and Indonesia (Dean, 2021).

By default, it does not enable end-to-end (E2E) encryption in
normal chats and once a message arrives at the Telegram servers, it
is encrypted by using its own MTProto (v2) encryption protocol,
while at rest on the servers. However, Telegram could potentially
read chat data since it handles encryption and decryption of the
messages at its servers. E2E encryption is supported only if the
secret chat feature is chosen. These two different approaches of
messages handling (normal - secret) vary the structure of the data
inside the Telegram android application. By extension, this affects
the analysis by most forensic tools and software.

In this paper, the ability of retrieving deleted records from
contemporary android devices using Telegram application is

investigated. Even though Telegram supports many different types
of interactions among its users (chat groups, channels, social me-
dia) this Paper focuses only on the “normal” and “secret” instant
messaging between two users. The main difference between these
two chat modes is the E2E encryption implementation. To the best
of this paper's researchers' knowledge, this is the first systematic
research focused on deleted chat records retrieval with Telegram.
The analysis assumes a realistic and demanding scenario among
four different active users exchanging thousands of chat messages,
both text and media files.

Telegram's android application utilizes SQLite database for
storing its data. Forensically the most interesting parameters of an
SQLite database are the mode of journaling, the Secure Delete, the
Auto Vacuum and the presence of encryption.

The examined Telegram application version (7.9.3) released on
August 2021 usedWAL (Write-Ahead-Log) as Journalingmodewith
a checkpoint set to 1.000 pages and has the Auto Vacuum and
Secure Delete modes disabled.

By using the WAL as Journaling mode, the main database is left
intact by committing the changes to the separate file until a
checkpoint is reached. The examination of the WAL file provides
information about the most recent state of the database. For
instance, recently deleted data cannot be found in the main data-
base but might be located in the database's WAL file. Furthermore,
the lack of a Vacuum mode usually means that records after their
deletion remain inside the database untouched forever.

In Table 1 the vital data regarding Telegram text and picture
messages are shown.
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1.1. Research purposes

This research was focused on whether and under which con-
ditions is possible to retrieve deleted records from Telegram mes-
sage chats, including exchanged picture-media files. The volatility
or the persistence of the dataset was investigated under three
different variables/conditions: (1) the elapsed time until device's
forensic acquisition, (2) the device's status (power on/off, airplane
mode) and (3) the interaction with the messaging application itself
(e.g., creating, reading, deleting messages). In addition, several
well-known forensic tools and software were evaluated, regarding
their ability and accuracy of the analyzed data.

1.2. How this paper contributes to digital forensics

This research focuses on the possibility of retrieving deleted
records from contemporary android devices using Telegram
application. The creation of a scenariowhich simulates, as closely as
possible, realistic situations by exchanging thousands of messages
among four active Telegram users and leads to an integrated view
productions and more accurate results than other related theoret-
ical works. The main findings of the forensic analysis of the Tele-
gram application's artifacts on modern Android devices are
summarized below:

� Data volatility and how a user's actions on both Android device
and the Telegram application would affect them.

� Artifacts that could be retrieved from Android OS regarding
Telegram application existing apart from application's
directories.

� The differences between normal and secret chat feature.
� The behavior of the SQLite database.
� The importance of validating examinations results.

1.3. How this paper is organized

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2,
related work is referenced. In Section 3, the workflow of the ex-
periments, the followed methodology, as well as the forensic and
non-forensic tools and software used for extracting and analyzing
the devices, the Telegram application and SQLite databases, are
presented. Section 4 contains the Analysis of Telegram application's
artifacts and the ones discovered in Android devices' OS related to
deleted chat records. In Section 5, artifacts related tomedia files are
analyzed. In Section 6, variety of other findings are reported. More
precisely, in Section 6.1 the Dual Application Mode is analyzed, in
Section 6.2 the findings regarding the application's cloud servers
and stored data are given. In Section 6.3, software and tools

capabilities in application's data Decoding/Parsing are presented.
Finally, in Section 7, the paper is concluded.

2. Related work

There are many guidelines about various forensic tools and
techniques regarding Mobile Forensics (Nemetz et al., 2018;
Easttom, 2021a, 2021b; Gogolin, 2021; Reiber, 2019; Tamma et al.,
2020). There is also previous research on SQLite structure and
techniques on how to retrieve deleted records and data carving
from such databases (Pawlaszczyk and Hummert, 2021) (Punja and
Whiffin, 2021). Pawlaszczyk D. and Hummert C. (2021) have
develop an open-source forensic tool implementing those tech-
niques, making possible to recover deleted records from a database.
There is also research about the significance to conduct thorough
forensic analysis of an SQLite database in order to be aware of the
value of deleted records.

Anglano et al. (2017) documented Telegram application’ s file
and folder structure and analyzed its database. Additional forensic
analysis of Telegram's database has been done through the years
(Boiko Бойко, 2018) (dfirfpi, 2020).

There are also some correlations with other IMAs likeWhatsApp
and Viber (Sutikno et al., 2016).

3. Methodology

Experiments Setup: For the experiments two different devices
were used. An LG G6 (H870) with Android 9 (security patch dated
May 2019) and a Samsung A50 (A505FN/DS) with Android 11 (se-
curity patch dated July 2021). Since the access to the paths pre-
sented in Table 1 is normally prohibited, root access was gained on
both devices. This was achieved by unlocking the bootloader and
installing a custom recovery menu (Team Win Recovery Project-
TWRP) and a Magisk solution (Manager, 2021). The devices' user-
data directory was wiped prior to the experiments. On both devices
different sim cards were activated and the Telegram application
was installed using the same version of apk (through adb -d install
command), a new user was added, and no additional applications
were installed (e.g., google accounts) tomitigate the level of “noise”
and unrelated data. Four different Telegram accounts exchanged
the total number of the messages. This setup is not considered a
forensically sound method for actual evidence's examination but
was necessary to implement a white box methodology. The topic of
extracting a mobile device's full file system or physical image is out
the scope of this research.

Experiments Methodology: The experiments were divided into
three phases as depicted in the workflow (Fig. 1). Namely, the
reconnaissance phase, the main phase and the last phase. In the
first phase an identification of general information about

Table 1
Telegram Artifacts’ Directories/Files.
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Telegram's structure and how interacts with the Android OS, was
made. In the second phase the volatility or the persistence of the
deleted records was checked under three different variables/con-
ditions: (1) the elapsed time until device's forensic acquisition, (2)
the device's statuses (power on/off, airplane mode) and (3) the
interaction with the messaging application itself (e.g., creating,
reading, deleting messages). In the last phase, several Telegram's
artifacts residing in the device examined, as well as the possibility
of retrieving any information from its Servers.

Experiments Data: In order to examine as many potential oc-
casions an examiner may face, as possible, several forensic images
were acquired, in various time frames and in different statuses of
the devices (Table 2). Time frames included the image acquisition of
the device or the database of interest in specific time intervals. On
the other hand, (1) leaving the device in normal mode (standby),
(2) placing it in a specialized Faraday Box, (3) rebooting or shutting
it down and (4) terminating all device communications by setting it
in Airplane mode were examined as devices possible different.
Total conducted experiments number is shown in Table 3.

During the experiments many media files were exchanged
created both by default camera application and the Telegram's

camera feature. All the media files were deleted manually and
removed as well from the trash bin folder. For the extraction and
analysis of the devices' and Telegram application's data a vast
number of forensic tools commercial and non were utilized
(Table 4) and compared. In order to monitor the alterations in any
interaction with the application targeted acquisitions of specific
directories or files (database) were made via pull commands.

By nomeans the utilized tools in this Paper are not the only ones
that can be used for the same purposes.

Fig. 1. Workflow of methodology.

Table 2
Reconnaissance phase variables.

Status Time Frame Action

Standby As soon as possible None
Standby After 2/6/24 h None
Standby As soon as possible Removing Sim

Airplane mode After 2/6/24 h None
After reboot 24 h Removed Sim

After shutdown 48 h None
Faraday box After 2/6/24 h None
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4. Telegram database's analysis and findings

Comparing the two examined mobile devices there were no
differences between them, in the folder structure or the files of the
application. In any case the initial size of cache4.db was 1.336 kb
and its corresponding WAL file was 4.475 kb. The database was
composed by fifty-two (52) tables. Forensically, the four most
interesting tables for the examined scenario were the dialogs,
enc_chats, messages, and users whose most valuable fields are
presented in Table 5. The meaning of the fields is a result of this
research combined with the one of Anglano et al. (2017). Moreover,
tables user_contacts_v7 and user_phones_v7 contained information
about the users participating in chat threads.

By executing queries or parsing with forensic tools (Table 6)
combining the fields shown in Table 5 several conclusions were
drawn from the analysis of the data inside cache4.db. An example
of query results is presented in Fig. 2.

Some initial conclusions were:

� The same message resides in the WAL file several times in
different states.

� In a secret chat the participants name could not be directly
decoded, and a special process had to be done (Fig. 6).

Table 3
Total conducted experiments’ number.

Physical Images Acquiring Database's folder Exchanged Messages

Reconnaissance Phase Main Phase Last Phase

12 6 180 e 2.200

Table 4
Tools utilized during the study.

Usage Tool License

Access Data (Forensic ToolKit-FTK) 7.4 Commercial
Autopsy Suite 4.19.1 Open Source

Belkasoft X 1.10 Commercial
Cellebrite UFED Physical Analyzer 7.50 Commercial

Forensics Analysis Magnet Axiom 5.7, 6.0 Commercial
MSAB (XRY and XAMN) Commercial

Oxygen forensics (Oxygen Detective) 14.1 Commercial
slo-sleuth/android blob cache (https://github.com/slo-sleuth/android_blob_cache.) (media files) Open Source

X-Ways Forensics 20.1 (& HEX analysis) Commercial

aLEAPP 1.9.9 Open Source
Andriller 3.6.1 Open Source
Belkasoft X 1.10 Commercial

bring2lite (Meng and Baier, 2019) Open Source
DB Browser for SQLite 3.12.2 Open Source
Forensic Toolkit for SQLite Commercial

FQlite 1.5.5 Open Source
SQLite Analysis KS DB Merge Tools for SQLite Free Tool & Commercial

Oxygen forensics (SQLite Viewer) 14.1 Commercial
Paraben E3 Forensic Platform 3.1 Free Tool & Commercial

SQLECmd (https://github.com/EricZimmerman/SQLECmd.) Open Source
SQLite-Deleted-Records-Parser (https://github.com/mdegrazia/SQLite-Deleted-Records-Parser.) Open Source

SQlite Expert 5.4 Free Tool & Commercial
SQLite Forensic Explorer 2.0.0 Free Tool & Commercial

Teleparser (https://github.com/RealityNet/teleparser.) Open Source
undark 0.6 (https://github.com/alitrack/undark.) Open Source

ADB Commands (CLI) &
SDK Platform Tools 31.03

Open Source

Belkasoft X 1.10 Commercial
Image Acquisition Cellebrite UFED 4 PC 7.48 Commercial

Magnet Acquire 2.45 Free Tool
MSAB (XRY and XAMN) Commercial

Oxygen forensics (Oxygen Extractor) 14.1 Commercial

Table 5
Total conducted experiments’ number.

Field Meaning

Table: dialogs
did Dialog id of the secret or normal chat
date 10-digit timestamp of a chat-thread's last message in Unix

unread
count

Information about the unread messages of the dialog

last_mid In conjunction could clarify the size of the dialog
inbox_max
outbox_max

Table: users (All users, including owner)
uid User's unique id number 10-digit form

name User's name
data User's connected number in binary form (BLOB)

Table: enc_chats
uid Secret Chat's User unique id number
user User's unique id number (connected with uid of table users)
name User's name (connected with name of table users)

Table: messages
uid Participant's unique id

read_state Indicates whether a message has been read
send_state Clarified whether an outgoing message has been sent

date Timestamp of the message in Unix Seconds
body Body of text messages, along with several other information, in a

binary serialized form (BLOB)
out Indicates a message's direction
TTL Autodeleting messages timer (in seconds) set by the user
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Table 6
SQLite queries.

DB Browser for SQLite

FQLite Carving Tool

(continued on next page)
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� The autodelete feature did not affect the ability to recover this
kind of messages, since it did not have any other additional
properties except the data in column TTL.

� The body of the messages is in a binary form (BLOB) and could
not be easily interpreted.

4.1. Telegram Data Structure (TDS) term

As noted, the content of some fields is in binary form (BLOB).
Anglano et al. (2017) named this type of data as “TDS” (Telegram
Data Structure). In the same research (2017) referred that the
serialized data are structured in the Telegram Language as com-
posite types (include integers and strings) and defined by a 4-byte
integer number in little Indian. Each 4-bytes integer comprise one
object type. In April 2020 through the examination of 42.000 lines
of Telegram code,1.340 objects were found (dfirfpi, 2020). Telegram

Team adds, removes or redefines these objects by adding or
removing application's features. In 2018 Boiko M. explains some of
these objects, even though many of them had been redefined until
this research is conducted. Analysis of some TDSs and objects found
in the examined application's version are presented below
throughout examples. In the first example there is an exchange of
two messages (one incoming and one outgoing) of a normal chat
thread (records 162 and 163) (Fig. 3). The same is presented in Fig. 4
for a secret chat thread (records 225 and 226). The observation and
the analysis of these two figures and the included continuously
changing 4-byte integers (objects), explains the difficulty of
decoding the database. Some of the most important objects (i.e.,
users, timestamps, type of chat thread) are labelled with different
colors and explained inside each figure. In Fig. 5 the decoding of
TDS objects of an outgoing media file (photo) in a Secret chat
message is depicted.

Table 6 (continued )

DB Browser for SQLite

Forensic Browser for SQLite

Fig. 2. SQLite query result on secret chat.

Table 7
The state of cache4.db and its WAL file in different conditions.

Database's State Database's Size (in kb) freelist count Messages in db Messages in WAL

Initial 1.336 0 0 0
Normal 1.568 22 198 123

Complete Deletion 1.568 39 225 33
Commitment of 20 incoming messages 1.568 39 5 165
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4.2. Volatility of cache4.db

The experiments confirmed that both the cache4.db and its
corresponding WAL file were susceptible to certain device status
changes but did not seem to alter the data inside themessages table.
Those actions included: (i) leaving the device powered on and with
network, (ii) after the finishing boot sequence of the device and the
application auto starts when network was available and (iii) at
opening of the app after closing it.

Under the following circumstances both files were not modi-
fied: (i) leaving the device powered on in airplane mode, (ii)
rebooting/turning off the device while it was in airplane mode, (iii)
at closing the app and removing it from the task manager of the
android device, (iv) removing the SIM card (which was the only
thing associated with account), while the device is live and after it
was deactivated and then powered on without the SIM and (v)
removing notifications of incoming messages.

The database'smessages table was modified when: (i) a message
was created, nomatter whether it was successfully sent or not, (ii) a
message was received, (iii) a message was opened. This was
regardless of whether it was an outgoing message which was read
by the receiver or an incomingwhichwas read by the user and (iv) a
message or a thread was deleted.

There was a difference in the gravity of the acts. An outgoing
message occupied more records and space in the WAL file than
reading an incoming message. The element of luck is also involved.
A crucial factor is the timing of the in-question messages deletion.
Whether it occurs right after a WAL commit to the database, or
before it. This is a parameter purely random and cannot be
controlled in realistic situations. In Fig. 7 is presented a list of the
different experiments which were executed (Test No), the prior
condition before deleting the in-question messages (Parameters
prior to deletion), the different actions in which they were still
recoverable and are green colored (Incoming/Outgoing/Opened/
Deleted Messages) and the actionwhich finally led to the removal of
the chat thread from the main database or the WAL file and is red
colored (Parameters prior to deletion).

As mentioned cache4.db did not have the Auto Vacuum feature
enabled and thus it creates freelist pages in which potentially
deleted messages could be retrieved. However, even if the Secure
Delete feature is also disabled, there was some kind of failsafe for
wiping the deleted records. This was tested multiple times in both
devices by deleting hundreds of records, leading to freelist pages
creation, and then attempting to recover them. In every case,
immediately after the deletion, most of the messages were recov-
erable, but after committing some new ones (incoming or

Fig. 3. TDSs in Normal Chat thread.
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outgoing) all the messages residing in the main database were
erased (Table 7). This was verified by searching specific messages as
a string, in the database and WAL file, with a hex editor.

4.3. Wiped databases

In Telegram there were two occasions where no records of the
database were recoverable. (i) When the user logged out of the
device, triggering a complete database's wipe and (ii) by clearing
the local database from the settings menu. In any case the differ-
ence between the timestamp of cache4.db and the Android’ OS
usage history application, might be a strong indicator that one of
the above occasions have occurred.

4.4. SQLite database analysis summary

There are possibilities to retrieve deleted records (messages)
from:

� the main database file (cache4.db) if there are no new com-
mitments after the records' deletion

� the WAL file, which is the main database's supplementary file,
under different and volatile conditions (examples are shown in
Fig. 7).

5. Telegram's media-pictures files attachments

Telegram administrated the shared media files, in a unique way
based on the type of the chat thread (normal/secret).

5.1. Normal chat media transmission

After a media file (picture) deletion some artifacts which have
remained on the android operating systemwere utilized to retrieve
its information. To be more accurate this was done by comparing
those artifacts with the records located in cache4.db. Those arti-
facts’ paths were for Samsung device: data/com.sec.an-
droid.gallery3d/cache, and for the LG device: (i) media/0/DCIM/
.thumbnails and (ii) media/0/Android/data/com.android.gallery3d/
cache/imgcache.0. For the latter one the conversion (https://
github.com/slo-sleuth/android_blob_cache.) of the blob file
imagecache.0 was necessary (Fig. 9).

5.2. Secret chat media transmission

In a secret chat when the media were captured with in-app
camera feature never resided outside the cache folder of the
application. After deleting the secret chat messages, it was
impossible to retrieve/determine the content of the files

Fig. 4. TDSs in Secret Chat thread.
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Fig. 5. Outgoing media file TDS in Secret Chat thread.

Fig. 6. How to decode participant’ s uid from a Telegram's Secret Chat.
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(attachments) which were sent. During the experiments, it was
observed that the corresponding thumbnail files had always a
minus one in its file name values than the ones in the database. For
instance, the thumbnail of the transmitted media named
-2147483648_-21002.jpg, but in the database record its name was
-2147483648_-21003.jpg (Fig. 10). This was a recurring pattern, but
it was not decoded.

6. Other findings

6.1. Dual Application Mode

In the experimental course the Dual app mode was also exam-
ined. It was branded with different names depending on the device
i.e., Dual apps for LG and Dual Messenger for Samsung. When this
feature was enabled a second user/account was created in the fil-
esystem with individual folders and files and separate read/
execute/write permissions. Thus, for each user distinct Telegram
directories and files were stored.

6.2. Application's cloud servers

Telegram is registered as an American LLC and UK LLP, with

headquarters in Dubai. The messages originating from Greece were
relayed/routed from servers in UK (Fig. 8). As a 2021 FBI training
document indicates (Cimpanu, 2021) there is «no messages and
contact information provided for law enforcement to pursue a court
order. As per Telegram's privacy statement, for confirmed terrorist
investigations, Telegram may disclose IP and phone number to
relevant authorities».

6.3. Software decoding/parsing capabilities

With the volume of TDS being added, removed and modified,
forensic tools and software are unable to keep up with their
decoding. Some commercial ones had different levels of success,
while others could not decode Telegram's data at all. Some simple
examples are that Oxygen Forensics 14.1 could properly decode the
undeleted secret media messages but not the normal ones (Fig. 11).
On the contrary in UFED PA 7.50 the exact opposite occurred
(Fig. 12). One other aspect is the versioning of the software and
tools. For instance, AXIOM 5.7 was unable to decode either secret or
normal media messages (Fig. 13), while the AXIOM 6.0 could
decode only the normal ones (Fig. 14). This is also the case when it
comes to analyzing only the SQLite database of the application.

Fig. 7. Progress of experiments' results on cache4.db and its WAL file.
1. The database was monitored in real time by exchanging single messages, until a WAL commit occurred.

Fig. 8. Telegram application's cloud servers where the devices connected (tool used: ntopng with geoip plugin, device examined: Samsung A50).
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Fig. 9. Correlation of a sent image file's record in cache4.db with imgcache.sqlite file (tool used: DB Browser for SQLite, Examined Device: LG G6).
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Fig. 10. Detection of a sent image file in cache4.db from a Secret chat thread.
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Fig. 11. Oxygen Forensics 14.1 parsing/decoding normal and secret chats.

Fig. 12. UFED PA 7.50 parsing/decoding normal and secret chats.
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7. Conclusions

Telegram's structure is complex and very challenging for fo-
rensics investigation. Its database's characteristics (i.e., WAL jour-
naling mode without Auto Vacuum and Secure Delete features),
makes it feasible to retrieve a large number of deleted records from
the WAL as long as the examiner has the least interaction with the
application. It was impossible to recover deleted records from da-
tabase's freelist pages. As for deleted media files (pictures) the re-
covery of relevant artifacts depended solely on the chat thread type
(normal/secret). Due to lack of information from application's cloud
Servers, the only way to retrieve deleted messages and media files
is by examining the device where the application is installed.
Forensic tools and software were challenged as far as decoding
several artifact types. Their results had to be validated and cross-
checked. That could be done by using several tools and their latest
versions.

As future work, more android applications should be examined
to find out if there are more volatile data on their databases and
how react in different occasions.
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